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SLİPS OF THE TONGUE:EVIDENCE FOR PHONOLOGICAL RULES

A slip of the tongue is a mistake in speeking, usually trivial, sometimes
amusing.Also called lapsus linguage or tongue-slip.Something that you say by
accident when you intended to say something else.

Eg : I called her new boyfriend by her previous boyfriend’s name.

It was just a slip of the tongue

















Which of the following English datasets represents allophones of /t/ in free variation?

A ) [baɪt ̚] ‘bite’ and [baɪt] ‘bite’

B ) [baɪt] ‘bite’ and [baʊt] ‘bought’

C ) [tʰap] ‘top’ and [stap] ‘stop’

D ) [tʰaɪɹ] ‘tire’ and [daɪɹ] ‘dire’
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If we can write a rule to correctly predict which of two sounds will occur in what
environment in a language, that means those two sounds are in which type of distribution?

A ) free variation

B ) contrastive distribution

C ) complementary distribution

D ) distinctive feature
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If a minimal pair is found for two sounds in a language, that means the
two sounds are:

A ) allophones of the same phoneme in free variation

B ) allophones of two separate phonemes

C ) allophones of the same phoneme in complementary distribution

D ) phones with unknown phonemic status
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Which of the following sets of sounds represents the natural class of
voiceless alveolar consonants in English?

A ) [t, d, n, r, ɾ, s, z, ɹ, l]

B ) [t, s]

C ) [t, d]

D ) [p, t, s]
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The phonological change of the final consonant in English ‘knife’ [naɪf]
when it appears next to [z] in the plural ‘knives’ [naɪvz], illustrates which
type of common phonological process?

A ) assimilation

B ) deletion

C ) epenthesis

D ) derivation
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